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For a Light Hazard ApplFor a Light Hazard Application: ication: 

•• Sprinkler Volume:  Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (Sprinkler Volume:  Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (gpmgpm) ) 
/ square foot) x Design Area (3000 / square foot) x Design Area (3000 sfsf) ) = 300 = 300 gpmgpm..



For a Light Hazard ApplFor a Light Hazard Application: ication: 

•• Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (gpmgpm) / square foot) x Design ) / square foot) x Design 
Area (3000 Area (3000 sfsf) ) = 300 = 300 gpmgpm..

•• Fire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler Fire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler 
operation is added to the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation is added to the water volume needed for Fire Hose 
operation (250 operation (250 gpmgpm). In this example,  Total Design Flow is (300 ). In this example,  Total Design Flow is (300 
fpm + 250 fpm + 250 gpmgpm)) =550 gallons / minute  550 gallons / minute  



For a Light Hazard ApplFor a Light Hazard Application: ication: 

•• Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (gpmgpm) / square foot) x Design ) / square foot) x Design 
Area (3000 Area (3000 sfsf) ) = 300 = 300 gpmgpm..

•• Fire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler operatioFire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler operation is n is 
added to the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation (250 added to the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation (250 gpmgpm). In ). In 
this example,  Total Design Flow is (300 fpm + 250 this example,  Total Design Flow is (300 fpm + 250 gpmgpm))

=550 gallons / minute550 gallons / minute

•• Flow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally requireFlow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally required d 
water volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to bewater volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be
(550 (550 gpmgpm x 60 minutes)x 60 minutes) = 33,000 gallons= 33,000 gallons



For a Light Hazard ApplFor a Light Hazard Application: ication: 

•• Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (gpmgpm) / square foot) x Design ) / square foot) x Design 
Area (3000 Area (3000 sfsf) ) = 300 = 300 gpmgpm..

•• Fire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler operatioFire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler operation is n is 
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•• Flow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally requireFlow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally required water d water 
volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be (550 volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be (550 gpmgpm x 60 x 60 
minutes)minutes)= 33,000 gallons= 33,000 gallons

•• Tank volume is (33,000 gallons/ 7.481 gallons per cubic foot)Tank volume is (33,000 gallons/ 7.481 gallons per cubic foot)
= 4411 Cubic Feet.= 4411 Cubic Feet.
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•• Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (Design Density (.1 gallons per minute (gpmgpm) / square foot) x Design ) / square foot) x Design 
Area (3000 Area (3000 sfsf) ) = 300 = 300 gpmgpm....

•• Fire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler operatioFire Hose Operation: The volume required for sprinkler operation is n is 
added to the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation (250 added to the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation (250 gpmgpm). In ). In 
this example,  Total Design Flow is (300 fpm + 250 this example,  Total Design Flow is (300 fpm + 250 gpmgpm))

=550 gallons / minute550 gallons / minute

•• Flow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally requireFlow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally required water d water 
volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be (550 volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be (550 gpmgpm x 60 x 60 
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•• Size of tank Size of tank (Cubic Feet)(Cubic Feet) = (length * width * height) = (length * width * height) 
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For a Light Hazard ApplFor a Light Hazard Application: ication: 

•• Sprinkler Volume: Design Density ( 4.1 liter / m2) is the voluSprinkler Volume: Design Density ( 4.1 liter / m2) is the volume of me of 
water needed to be delivered to the Design Area (289 m2)   water needed to be delivered to the Design Area (289 m2)   

=1148 liters / minute =1148 liters / minute 

•• Hose Volume:  The volume required for sprinkler operation is aHose Volume:  The volume required for sprinkler operation is added dded 
to the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation.  In this casto the water volume needed for Fire Hose operation.  In this case,  e,  
(1148 (1148 l/ml/m+ 950 + 950 l/ml/m)            )            = 2100  liters / minute= 2100  liters / minute

••Flow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally requiredFlow duration is 60 minutes, resulting in the minimally required water water 
volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be (2100volume for automatic fire sprinkler system operation to be (2100 l/ml/m
x 60 minutes)                      x 60 minutes)                      = 125,000 liters = 125,000 liters 

••Tank volume is (length * width * height) / 1000 liters / cubic mTank volume is (length * width * height) / 1000 liters / cubic meter) eter) 
= 125 Cubic Meters= 125 Cubic Meters



Spray Pattern
NFPA 13 A.8.5.5.1 
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